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University of Minnesota, Morris
Address by John Q. Imholte
Given at his Installation as Provost
of the University of Minnesota, Morris
April 16, 1970

I am going to take the opportunity this afternoon to share with you
some thoughts that I have on what I believe should be the role and responsibility of the liberal arts college in our contemporary society. I shall
also offer an opinion on how a particular liberal arts college, such as the
University of Minnesota, Morris, should play its proper role and assume its
commensurate responsibilities. Many of you in this audience are aware that
there is a strong and influential amount of data and conclusions which have
been formulated and accepted by some educators and others suggesting that
the undergraduate liberal arts college located outside of a major metropolitan
center is an anachronism in today's world. Because of emphasis upon undergraduate education, it is argued that faculty who come to such an institution
are mediocre at best; because of emphasis upon liberal arts, there is inevitably
a lack of concern with the 11 real" world; and because of the location of the
campus awa:y from a metropolitan center, there is little opportunity to be
where the action is. In addition, because most colleges and campuses which
identify themselves as liberal arts institutions are small, the critics
frequently add that the four-year experience at such a liberal arts college
is without valid reference to the 11 bigness 11 that predominates at every level
and facet of our society, from hospitals to churches, to labor unions, to
corporations, to universities , to government, and so on. I guess it is
obvious that I do not subscribe to these criticisms, or I would not be
standing here this afternoon.
Let me attempt to explain what the term "liberal arts " means , and
then attempt to answer some of the criticisms I have just mentioned through
a description of the peculiar strengths of the liberal arts college.
It almost goes without saying that there are varying definitions, and
most certainly, varying degrees of understanding of what the term "liberal
arts" does mean. Some individuals place stress upon the "liberal" part of
the term emphasizing freedom through knowledge from the bonds of provincialism
and ignorance. Others place stress upon the word "arts, 11 meaning an emphasis
upon the worth of knowledge for its own sake. Probably all of us would agree
that the term at least means a dedication to developing and shaping the
intellect of young adults to enable them to achieve the capacity to understand, to appreciate, and to criticize the accomplishments of themselves
and their fellowmen, along with the ability to make reasoned judgments
which will permit them to contribute toward the development of an intrinsically
vital society. Some might feel that this definition goes just far enough,
or even perhaps too far; whereas others might contend that it is incomplete.
Yet as a starting point, I hope that it has some merit.
To elaborate upon what I have just said, let me for purpose of clarity,
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and at the same time oversimplification, divide supporters of liberal arts
into two camps. I identify the members of the first camp as the Clingers
(I should digress here for a moment and make an advance apology to one member
of our aduience, I spell Clinger with a C). Members of this group favor
clinging to a definition of liberal arts which centers upon the enthronement
of rationality. Man's capacity to reason is his most important attribute,
and in order for this capacity to be realized to its fullest, a considerable
amount of discipline must be undergone which will enable man to intellectualize.
Through the use of his intellect, man frees himself from the shackles of
superficiality and is better able to fulfill himself as a person. He can make
judgments which are based upon deep insights and thoughtful consideration;
that is he can bring to bear upon a particular problem the methods and the
knowledge that he has acquired as a result of his academic experience. He
must achieve a certain competence in an academic discipline, and at the
same time, he must gain a. more than passing familiarity with some of the other
important fields of knowledge. He should strive toward the Renaissance ideal
of virtu. The word virtu has vary little to do with virtue; rather it stresses
the quality of being a man by demonstrating successfully the human powers that
man possesses, in particular reason. The Clingers believe in holding fast to
a tradition of man and knowledge which has universal application for the past,
present, and future.
The Clinger assumes that man at his worst is ignorant and prone to
violent, materialistic, and selfish behavior. Man is brutish and life is
short to paraphrase Thomas Hobbes. But some men have a huge capacity for
reason, and they should, indeed they must, exploit that capacity so that
they can undertake the obligations of leadership. The world possesses an
order that we do not understand completely as yet, but that order is
understandable. We must encourage those who are capable of attaining this
understanding. These men are the philosopher-kings, member of the elect,
an elite group because of their advanced use of reason. In other words, part
of the order is that some men should lead and others should follow; the
task is to discover the potential leaders who can employ their intellects
in solving problems and who can provide for advancement toward the further
understanding of order. Utopia will be achieved when order is fully understood and when the best minds are in a position of leadership. All men
then will have the opportunity to obtain, utilize, and enjoy the maximum
amounts of liberty, equality, justice, and happiness. The Clingers believe
that a liberal arts education is an important step in the realization of
this goal. It is a training ground where intellectual prowess is developed
and where potential leaders can acquire the knowledge that is necessary for
employment in their future positions of leadership.
Opposed to the Clingers are the members of the second camp, which I
shall identify as the Swingers. The Swingers argue that the Clingers,
despite their intellectual accomplishments and pretentions, are really
quite naive and guilty of possessing limited vision. They contend, for
example, that the humanities are not hunane; the social sciences are too
scientific; the sciences are largely misdirected and much too specialized;
and that the Clinger version of the liberal arts is without relevance.
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Man does possess reason, but he possesses much else in additon. An
emphasis is placed upon man ' s feelings. He is seldom capable of reasoning
in a vacuum. There are forces which impinge upon man in his struggle for
daily existence, many of which are irrational. In coping with these forces,
man depends more upon reflexes and feeling than he does upon his reason.
What, how, and if he learns is dependent upon his emotions or state of being.
The Swingers argue then that man, in essenc·e, swings from one kind of
behavior to another , or perhaps more accurately, to a combination bf
differently motivated responses at different times.
To the Swinger, each h~man being possesses unlimited potential.
That potential can be reali zed in various ways, some which emphasize
reason, others which do not. Man can be trained, unfortunately, to
perform tasks and to behave in ways that are corrupt. He can be corrupted
by his own devices, most particularly by the institutions that he creates
and nurtures. In other words, man is originally capable of almost unlimited
love, kindness, and achievement, but he is weak and can be taught to turn
love into lust, kirldness into killing, and achievement into apathy. And
what is worse, this can be accomplished in the name of reason.
A liberal arts education then ~ust provide the individual with an
understanding of the sordid history of mankind---one long listing of man's
inhumanity to himself. Having learned how and why these tragedies have
occurred, he must profit from the examples, and discover how to avoid
similar mistakes so that he can realize himself as a human being in an
environment that is conducive to that realization. The Swinger is contemptuous of order; man will not discover a series of laws that explain
human behavior. If there are underlying principles, to the Swinger they
are diversity and spontaneity. Human behavior is one long series of
happenings, some good and some bad. The good ones occur when man is
freest and without malice of forethought ; the bad ones take place as rote
reactions to daily pressures. Basic impulses are pure and worthwhile
because, in general, they have not been subjected to the scrutiny of the
corrupted institutions in our society. They ar~ heterogeneous rather than
homogeneous. Man swings from the effect of one i mpulse to another, and
that is how it should be. Each person does his own thing, and as long as
it is truly his own, it is good. What occurs is more i mportant than the
reason for its occurrence. An emphasis i s placed upon action where what
happens is of crucial importance. A liberal arts educ·a tion must provide
tools that can be used to change society s o that the basic goodness of
man can be fulfilled. Man is beautiful; he must strive to live without
blemish.
To repeat, I have oversimplified the approaches of the Clingers and the
Swingers, for both emphasis and clarity. Although there are few individuals
who belong to each of the camps according to the requirements that I have
stated, I do believe that there is some truth to my analysis. The problem
is what to do about these contrary camp followers. Is one group right and
the other wrong? I am sympathetic to both the Clingers and the Swingers ,
as inconsistent as that may appear. Perhaps I am a swinger at heart in
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this basic inconsistency. Substantively, the Clingers are right, but in
terms of application I favor the Swingers. In other words, man's reason
is the most significant attribute of his nature, and yet, the methods that
have been used to cultivate it have frequently been ineffectual.
Man's betterment does depend upon how ru1d to what extent he uses reason.
In fact, his very survival can only be accomplished through increased ·
rationality. It is only through reason that man can recognize and understand
the other influences that determine his behavior. Perhaps a complete understanding will never be achieved, indeed it might be impossible to achieve,
but the quest must continue. The alternative is chaos. I believe that the
Clingers are also right in their desire to eliminate superficiality. Too
many individuals too often make important determinations about their own lives
and those of others on the basis of incomplete information on
only a
superficial assessment of all of the information that might be available.
Also, institutions can corrupt man, but they can also be an instrument that ··.1
man can use to achieve greater self realization. After all~ institutions
are composed of persons. Hence, the Clingers are preserving what is fundamental---man's development as a rational human being.
But this development will not occur unless we also pay heed to the
Swingers. Somehow, it has been forgotten or ignored that there is more to
the learning process than time worn exercises in the use of reason. There
has been too much concern with a static and unshakeable content and not
enough with shaping it into what is important and needed today. The Swinger
is really suggesting that approaches to teaching should change. When we
speaks of relevance, he is not damning biology or history or English or
foreign languages; he simply cannot understand why they are important.
Lacking understanding, he lacks commitment . . and eventually he becomes :
frustrated and apathetic or antagonistic.
Although he might deny it, the Swinger subscribes to a version of the
typically American philosophy of pragmatism. If an academic discipline has
no apparent use, it is worthless. By use, he does not mean how it might
be instrumental in helping him attain economic affluence or how it might
aid him in obtaining a high position in the Establishment. Rather, he means
how it can be used to assist him in knowing himself and in relating vitally
to others. He demands at least some hints that can be tested.
The Swinger notes the almost erotic passion that the Clinger displays
toward his field. He cannot understand this devotion. He res·e nts answers
which tell him to be patient, stick with it, and one day it will happen-- like a miracle. He believes that it sholld start happening now, and he
blames the Clinger because it has not. To make it happen, the Swinger
argues that the content of academia must be changed to the extent that
it bear some relationship to contemporary society, or at least, that a
justification be offered explaining why it does not.
In addition, the Swinger is seeking different methods which will
enhance his communication with the Clinger- --methods wiich have application
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in both formal and semi-formal learning situations and in social settings
as well.
The liberal arts faculty can, I believe , retain what the Clingers
advocate by adapting to the needs of the Swingers. I believe that the
opportunity to assist in the development of intellect is the noblest endeavor
that a human being can undertake. At the same time, I also believe that
the mea.ns to accomplish it fruitfully depend upon willingness and flexibility
to recognize and respond creatively to the needs of the student. This is a
challenge (to use an overused word) to any faculty, but a challenge that can
best be met in a liberal arts setting where the commitment of faculty to
students is deeper, more complete and genuine, and where mediocrity is downright sinful.
To put it another way, I am suggesting that the causes for the troubles
that higher education is experiencing in this country today are not as deeply
divisive as some would have us believe. The divisions exist, to be sure, but
the change that is required to mend them is not substantial. Students want
faculty to do their thing, but they want to understand what the thing is and
how it can relate to them. Again, a liberal arts college can provide this
experience with a minimum of extra effort. When it happens it is the most
intrinsic experience that a human being can realize.
Let me conclude by commenting on one of the many means that is pertinent
to the enrichment of a liberal arts education. It also has some immediate
implications for this campus at this time. The means is this: the Clingers
and Swingers have the best opportunity to influence one another and to achieve
their ends when the setting is intimate and relaxed. This is possible when
students live in or next to the learning center, when they not only know
each other well but when barriers between faculty and students become bridges
In other words, the ideal environment is a small resident college.
As most of you know, discussions are taking place in our campus planning
committee which are dealing with the number of studen~s that this campus
should provide for over the next decade and beyond. It is my opinion that
we should continue to grow both in quality and quantity. I do not see 2000
students as a magic number beyond which all kinds of corrupt and unfortunate
things occur. Rather I see growth as a healthy end in itself and as a means
through which we can obtain greater resources to enable us to improve our
program. I believe that we can grow, and at the sa.me time, preserve and
im.pr0ve the small-campus ehvironment here. The challenge to us is how this
can be realized: increased numbers and yet greater faculty-student r apport.
While various means to accomplish this end are being discussed , one
that is being looked at with particular attention is the cluster college
approach. Briefly, cluster colleges are autonomous units that may vary in
theme but which have separate faculties and stud2nt bodies, and at the same
time, share certain facilities. For example, Cluster College A could be
limited to 2000 students or fewer. Once the appropriate number was obtained,
Cluster College B would be started with a totally separate faculty and student
body. College B may be a replica of A in terms of purposes and objectives or
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it may have a peculiar theme of its own, such as an emphasis upon fine arts,
behavioral sciences, environmentalism, or experimentation. Colleges C, D,
and so on could be added when appropriate. The colleges would share some of
the more expensive facilities and s ome of the general servic es of the total
institution. The library , ar ts facilities, physical education facilities,
bookstore, and the like would not be duplic ated for each college. Nor would
institutional research , admissions and records, maintenance, security, and
other services. The colleges would be like neighborhoods in a city. They
would have an intimacy and ur1iqueness of their own, and yet would rely for
certain services upon a central source. The basic justification for the
cluster college approach is the belief that a small more intimate livinglearning environment provides the best means through which the learning process
can be most effectively accomplished. I shall not say more along this line,
except it is under consideration at present.
As an historian, as well as a Provost , I have a tendency to be
suspicious of persons who proclaim that mankind is at the threshold of a
new era, or that the present is the most important watershed in the history
of man. These kinds of statements are usually made without sufficient
sophistication in terms of the historical understanding of the speaker. Yet
I do believe that we are at an important point in the history of liberal arts
education. We must cling and commence to swing ~ or we shall become a luxury
that society cannot afford rather than a necessity which it recognizes that it
must support.

